Posttraining flavor exposure in hungry rats after simultaneous conditioning with a nutrient converts the CS into a conditioned inhibitor.
The present study investigated the decrement in nutrient-based conditioned flavor preference found in hungry rats exposed to a flavor following simultaneous flavor-sucrose conditioning while thirsty. Although a significant decrease in preference was found in the experimental group in each experiment, there was no evidence of either spontaneous recovery (Experiment 1) or reinstatement (Experiment 2). In addition, posttraining flavor exposure weakened the original flavor-sucrose association (Experiment 3). These results suggested that the flavor-US association might have been impaired after posttraining flavor exposure. Two further experiments assessed whether the flavor acquired the properties of a net inhibitor, using the retardation and summation tests for conditioned inhibition. Experiment 4 revealed that the flavor suffered retardation when retraining was conducted after the exposure phase. In Experiment 5, the target flavor decreased the preference shown for a different flavor previously paired simultaneously with sucrose when both were presented forming an unreinforced compound in the summation tests. None of these effects was found in a control group, which had received serial flavor → nutrient presentations during training. Together, these results suggest that a flavor simultaneously paired with sucrose acquires the properties of a net inhibitor when it is subsequently presented outside the compound to hungry animals.